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**Rev. J. H. Stanford Speaks to S. G. A.**

The business of the club had been transacted. The meeting was presided over by Miss Henry Kate Gardner, president, who introduced the other recently-elected officers of the Association, administered the pledge to the closing. The best part was the announcement of the election of Miss Polhill, Sylvester, Virginia Sheppard, Savannah, Senior Class; Ruth Jones, French 302; Karen Rogers, business manager; and Miss Mary Polhill, of Albany, Edith Perry, of Valdosta, Class of 1934.

---

**PLEDGE IS ADMINISTERED TO CLASS PRESIDENTS**

Reverend J. H. Stanford of Adel, college president, when he went away has announced that the Freshmen and Sophomores each year. The Sophomore classes held it on the 19th of October. Since it may be searched for only on the nineteenth of the month, if it is not found by the opposing class on this day, the search is discontinued until the next month. In case the Freshmen find it, they take it into the Sophomore hall, and contest continues until January. The search may begin with the seniors, and must be continued by them.

---

**VEREY STANFORD**

Reverend Stanford delivered an interesting discussion of the subject, Education, and Its Relation to Student Development of all the human powers. In any of these definitions religion is a vital factor. There can be no pure faith without a desire to conform to the central goal.

"Education," said Reverend Stanford, is cultural development, adjustment to environment, harmonious development of all the human powers. In any of these definitions religion is a vital factor.

---

**FRESHMEN ORGANIZE IN SEARCH FOR HAT**

The Freshmen are very enthusiastic in their search for the hat. Miss Margaret Cannon, class president, has divided the class into sections and assigned a special part of the campus to each section. The hat is being examined as a possible hiding-place.

---

**PLAYS TO BE GIVEN**

Many students are receiving invitations to the examination productions of the Play Production Class, Friday at ten o'clock. They are presenting the Play, and must make an effort to be present.

---

**Consul Addresses University Women**

The regular monthly meeting of the Valley branch of the American Association of University Women was held last Thursday afternoon at the Woman's Building. Mr. C. M. Hitch, former consul to England, Switzerland, and New Zealand, was guest speaker. He spoke to the club on the subject of "An American Consul Looks at Foreign Countries." A double trio from the Glee Club sang "Pine Cone Theme" and "The Knave of Hearts," an American folksong. The carols were "Deck the Halls," "O Holy Night," "Silent Night, Holy Night," and "Sleep Holy Child."

---

**Larisey Announces Pine Cone Theme**

The 1935 Pine Cone will be published on the theme "The Four Best Years of My Life." This announcement was made by Elizabeth Larisey, editor, as requested by the Art Committee which will produce the yearbook. Miss Larisey stated that the rate at which the work on the annual is progressing is entirely satisfactory. The Pine Cone is taking shape into definite form. She was enthusiastic about the Art Committee which will produce the best quality work. The cover was selected a few days ago by Miss Larisey and Mr. Long. It will be published by the Art Committee which will produce the best quality work.

---

**Schedules Posted for Fall Examns**

The schedules for the fall quarter exams have been posted on the bulletin board. Exams will begin on Monday, December 15, and continue through Wednesday, December 19. The Christmas Festival will be on Wednesday evening, and after the Festival is over the Christmas holidays will begin. The Festival will be the last of the activities for the fall quarter.

A faculty committee, composed of Dr. E. W. Phelan and Dr. J. A. Durrenberger, has arranged the following schedule:

**MONDAY, 9-12 A.M.**
- Biology 110
- Mathematics 105A
- English 410
- French 302
- Latin 100
- Mathematics 210
- Music 170

**TUESDAY, 9-11 A.M.**
- Art 100
- Biology 250
- Education 110
- French 100
- English 100 A
- English 100 B
- German 200
- History 121
- Economics 110
- Music 460
- Sociology 300
- Speech 120

**THURSDAY, 9-12 A.M.**
- Chemistry 440
- Economics 250
- English 220
- French 100
- History 121
- German 100
- Music 460
- Sociology 300
- Speech 200
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THE ADVANTAGES OF ATTENDING A SMALL WOMAN'S COLLEGE

Recently we overheard the following comment: "I am tired of going to a small woman's college. I want to go to a larger co-educational institution." And we have been debating the question ever since.

One of the strongest arguments for attendance at a school of this type may be found in the bulletin of the College for 1934-35. The Georgia State Woman's College is a four-year liberal arts college. As such it is the purpose of this institution to supply the essential basic education for social living with reason as a guide to action, and with intellectual attainments tempered by ethical, social and religious motives. The individual is encouraged to establish an effective command of all her powers and to choose wisely value for purposeful living.

"Through personal transmission from the faculty and through fresh points of view of traditional intellectual materials the student is guided toward a broader knowledge, a keener intellect, and a finer character.

In a larger woman's college or in a large university it is impossible for the faculty to give much individual attention to the student. There are too many, and it would be hard to neither the students nor the professors. Our campus is particularly fortunate in this respect, for the faculty and student body are very congenial in their relationships.

"Here, in a friendly and democratic community, a young woman will be privileged to know the value of intellectual integrity. In a small college there is an excellent chance to develop the community spirit, while in a large college it is every person for himself. On our campus there is much more incentive for the young woman to participate in extra-curricular activities than there is in other large institutions. There are activities in which each student may participate in reaching her highest attainment. The Student Government, the Y. W. C. A., and the two athletic societies, as well as departmental clubs, are open to every girl in college.

There is never the danger of new "isms" which shake campuses where the foreign element is very prominent. There is not the time and money to do this. The "rush" system has done away with, even in such strongholds as Yale University. We can see no reason for the feeling that we are an inferior institution without them. The "rushing" system has done more to cause a sense of inferiority among students than any single cause. We can see no reason for the desire that we have a system that does not feature fair play and equality as its chief requirements, but rather wealth and an automobile as its chief bid to prominence on campus.

There are many reasons for the preference shown the smaller college, but no clear-thinking person can fail to recognize the above advantages as being more nearly the ideas of a democratic society.

KAMPUS KALEIDOSCOPE

We are very glad to hear that so many people are being suspected of writing this column rotating place it is revolution mind greatly. . . . The strain was telling. . . . But the complaints. . . . "Things are too veiled," you say. . . . Well, suppose it is then name's there is it a don't mention it at all. . . . Then it (the complaining) is even worse. . . . So, in brief, we will never long for Wescoll's job. With all of New York and the rest of the country complaining . . . What a lot of work . . .

Are you all ready? Here goes . . . Just suppose now—if you were a little girl, and you had forgotten to write to three boys since the holidays, wouldn't it be nice to think we were writing to all our admirers? . . . We are ourselves, but not for the same reason . . . Bootie—some pin! . . . And speaking of pins, what has happened to a certain pin? We mentioned one before? We didn't mean a thing by the remark, just something to fill up the space, so don't get excited—next time we'll veil the whole thing . . . See what we are talking about? . . . If they are mentioned we're blamed, and if they aren't—oh, you think up an answer . . . Can't you see your grandparents? . . . We are still wondering where Santa Claus is . . . Can't somebody produce just one? . . . For old time sake? . . . And this there are a ways far around us . . . Of course there is one favorite campus romance about to become our favorite example of perusal. wedge . . . Not old, but old . . . New scenes of a surprise marriage which took place not too long ago . . . And news come from Sylvester—Miss Frances DuPrie is now Mrs. Mack Park . . .

What has on us puzzled is the fact that Christmas is the time when they cool . . . Christmas is the time when they are the middle of June—Love must be grand! . . . Lots of the Valdostas girls got a break Thanksgiving, wish we were as lucky? . . . It's not that we like the holidays all too well, but we are of the old-fashioned school of thought and we think the holidays should be a little better to you and name a few more names each time . . . Because we are going to take out an insurance policy then . . .

Your old faithful reporter.

CINEMA CYNIC

The picture of the month arrives in Valdosta tomorrow and will play through Saturday. Private Dick "Canary," Dorcy, Dick Powell is spurned on to West Point and honor by Kit Fitts, Ruby Keeler, daughter of the Superintendent of West Point. They met and quarreled in Hesse's "Father Brown, Detective," where they ran into a stylish flaming district? . . . We are still wondering where Santa Claus is . . . Can't somebody produce just one? . . . For old time sake? . . . And this there are a ways far around us . . . Of course there is one favorite campus romance about to become our favorite example of perusal. wedge . . . Not old, but old . . . New scenes of a surprise marriage which took place not too long ago . . . And news come from Sylvester—Miss Frances DuPrie is now Mrs. Mack Park . . .

Recently we overheard the following comment: 'T am tired of going to a small woman's college. I want to go to a larger co-educational institution.' And we have been debating the question ever since.

One of the strongest arguments for attendance at a school of this type may be found in the bulletin of the College for 1934-35. The Georgia State Woman's College is a four-year liberal arts college. As such it is the purpose of this institution to supply the essential basic education for social living with reason as a guide to action, and with intellectual attainments tempered by ethical, social and religious motives. The individual is encouraged to establish an effective command of all her powers and to choose wisely value for purposeful living.

"Through personal transmission from the faculty and through fresh points of view of traditional intellectual materials the student is guided toward a broader knowledge, a keener intellect, and a finer character.

In a larger woman's college or in a large university it is impossible for the faculty to give much individual attention to the student. There are too many, and it would be hard to neither the students nor the professors. Our campus is particularly fortunate in this respect, for the faculty and student body are very congenial in their relationships.

"Here, in a friendly and democratic community, a young woman will be privileged to know the value of intellectual integrity. In a small college there is an excellent chance to develop the community spirit, while in a large college it is every person for himself. On our campus there is much more incentive for the young woman to participate in extra-curricular activities than there is in other large institutions. There are activities in which each student may participate in reaching her highest attainment. The Student Government, the Y. W. C. A., and the two athletic societies, as well as departmental clubs, are open to every girl in college.

There is never the danger of new "isms" which shake campuses where the foreign element is very prominent. There is not the time and money to do this. The "rush" system has done away with, even in such strongholds as Yale University. We can see no reason for the feeling that we are an inferior institution without them. The "rushing" system has done more to cause a sense of inferiority among students than any single cause. We can see no reason for the desire that we have a system that does not feature fair play and equality as its chief requirements, but rather wealth and an automobile as its chief bid to prominence on campus.

There are many reasons for the preference shown the smaller college, but no clear-thinking person can fail to recognize the above advantages as being more nearly the ideas of a democratic society.

In the entire picture Limelight Blue (another of my going-back-to-reviews pictures) where she played with George Raft, Jean Parker wore but one dress. did you notice that? If it escaped your attention it certainly did not escape that of Jean—she was so depress ed by it all that she would long and loudly at every shot. When the piece was completed Director Alexander Hal presented Miss Parker with a gorgeous evening dress, just to make her feel better.

Father Brown Lee Tracy is on at the Palace in "I'll Tell The World," with Gloria Stuart, who is rapidly going places in the film world. As a list of pictures for the week we have at the Ritz, Father Brown, Detective, and at the Palace, George O'Brien in "Who Is the Man and the First World War." The Painted Veil and Flirtation Walk are the two highly rated pictures of the week.

SCHEDULES POSTED FOR FALL EXAMS

(Continued from Page One)

WEDNESDAY, 9-11 A. M.

Art 550; English 400; Home Economics 300; Speech 300.

1:00-3:00

Chemistry 200; Education 180-190; Eng. Remedial; French 201; German 10; History 420; Latin 200.

Saturday, December 3-15, 2-4 P. M. Social Science 110-A, B, C, D.
SOCIAL
Priscilla Kelley

OMON-HOWELL
Mrs. William Wesley Odum, of Ashburn, announces the engagement of her daughter, Wesley Louise, to Mr. Jack Elliott Howell, of Valdosta, the marriage to be solemnized during the Christmas holidays.

Miss Margaret Zipple's has been invited to become an honorary member of the Sock and Buskin Club.

Friends of Miss Martha Lowry will regret to learn that she is ill at her home in Dawson.

Miss Catherine Hagen attended the Citadel Hop in Charleston, S. C., on Thanksgiving.

Miss Virginia Sheppard was the guest of Miss Jewel Busell at Waycross for the Thanksgiving holidays.

Miss Wessie Connell, of Cairo, was a visitor on the campus last week as the guest of Miss Margaret Cannon and Miss Eleanor Lee.

Among those attending the Tech-Georgia game in Athens were: Miss Lucy Hammond, Miss Alexia Duley, Miss Lucille Murphy, and Miss Catherine Morgan.

Miss Frances Smith, of Waycross, was the guest of Miss Alys Dawn Cullens last week.

Dr. Harold S. Gulliver and Mr. James R. Stokes were visitors on the University of Georgia campus during the Thanksgiving holiday.

The Junior Class sponsored the picture, "The Painted Veil" with Greta Garbo and Herbert Marshall, at the Ritz Monday and Tuesday. On both nights there was a picture show of freshmen and sophomores. The picture was enjoyed not only by the students who saw it, but also by a large number of the faculty members.

Miss Alys Dawn Cullens entertained with a tea supper in honor of her visitor, Frances Smith, of Waycross, at the Junior House on Saturday evening. She was assisted by Miss Leda Urquhart.

CLUB NEWS

The International Relations Club held its monthly meeting Tuesday evening, at 7:30, in the Converse Parlor. After the minutes and roll call, which each member answered with a current event, a very interesting program followed. Book reports on Crisis Government and Heritage of Freedom were given by Miss Shelley Sparks, of Fitzgerald, and Miss Martha Gay, of Quitman.

The Fine Arts Club's Annual Bazaar, which was held in the Art Dome, was an event of December 6-8. The students of the college were able to obtain gifts at prices from five cents to a few dollars.

Miss Eleanor Lee had as her guest last week-end, Miss Wessie Connell, of Cairo.

Miss Frances Smith, of Waycross, was the week-end guest of Miss Alys Dawn Cullens.

SEEN IN THE SHOPS

The city streets are at their loveliest now, Christmas trees line the walks, and myriad colored lights brighten up the town for the holiday season. And the shop windows are fairylands for both old and young. Toys, household goods, fun, jewelry—gifts of every description! For Christmas is the time when no person begrudges spending.

Now is the time for college girls to think of the gifts they are going to take home with them. Exams are only a few days away, and after that, there will be no time for it. Looking around in the different shop windows, we have noticed a few of the things that we think might interest you.

Varnedoe's is the answer to the question of "What shall I give somebody special, and where can I get it?" We noticed some wine-red glassware that would delight the heart of any domestic soul. And there were some attractive phrases that any artistic person would treasure. And the lovely handkerchiefs that come from the same pl: are a addition.

riedlander's also has a number of gift selections that are unusual. And we noticed several outstanding winter styles in their display. One dress especially appealed to us. It had a metal cloth top and little knotted ties. Metal cloth, as you know, is very good this season.

At Mrs. Whittington's, where you can always be sure of finding something that will please you, we noticed several very different looking handbags. And the lingerie displayed in the window caught our eye immediately. One pair of lounging pajamas of a nile green color aroused our envy to no end.

Churchwell's window is one of the most appealing in town. A number of novelty gifts were shown, but the one that appealed to us the most was the modernistic flower made of glass, which would be the ideal gift to give a person who delights in the odd and exotic. We also noted some attractive footwear for those of you who are in need of such.

Vinson's and Bennett's are displaying lovely sets of cosmetic combinations. Evening-in-Paris, Shari, Houbygant, Coty, Old English Lavender and Harriet Hubbard Ayer are prominent.

VESPVER PROGRAM

Thursday night at Vesper, Miss Amanda Barksdale gave a very interesting talk on "Worship," the scripture being taken from John 4:14 through 16 verses.

In her talk Miss Barksdale stressed the fact that worship is a vital part of our lives and in order to live a fuller and more complete life we must worship in truth and spirit. She brought out the fact that people worship because they feel the need of the help of a Supreme Power and because of fear and admiration of God, and of beauty and wonder. She told of how the Church helped us in our worship; by putting us in a silent, serious, and meditating mood, it somehow enables us to come closer to God, and lastly, if we have a heart of faith and the desire to worship, we will be drawn closer to God.
Wishing you a Very Merry Christmas and Happy New Year

Valdosta Gas Co.

Yellow Cab
U-Drive-It
Storage and Texaco Products

PHONE 1000

SPORTS

Due to the holidays and conflicting schedules, the annual Thanksgiving athletic games have been called off. As the fall quarter closes, the two athletic organizations, the Kappas and the Lambdas, are tied as to association points. It seems as if the associations are well matched this year and therefore only one of each must succeed in getting its name on the honor plaque.

It has not yet been decided whether soccer and fris ball, or American ball and fris ball will be the two organized sports for next quarter. No matter which two will be chosen, lively competition can be counted on as both organizations are determined to be the winning club this year.

Last Tuesday evening the Athletic Council had its dinner at the Fire Place. The dinner was given in honor of Miss Annie Belle Weatherford of Savannah, president of the Lambda Athletic Association who will receive her A. B. degree at the end of this quarter.

Sports have given way during the past week for rehearsals for the Christmas Festival. Many beautiful dances are being practiced and the entire student body is eagerly anticipating the event.

SOLVE THIS ONE BY NEXT WEEK

A man having a seven gallon measure and a four gallon measure and no red and white or black and white buckets, how does he do it.

REV. J. H. STANFORD SPEAKS TO S. G. A. (Continued from Page One) peace, there is no harmony and cultured joy without religion. In its passage through the ages the original meaning of the word has been lost to many. Through either conscious effort or unconscious faults they have hidden the true meaning under a fictitious mask to fit their own lives. If we stop long enough we find that religion means to bind back, that is to bind our souls and hearts back to Christ.

Self government is recognized throughout the world as the fundamental basis for all civilization and education. The Bible itself says, "He who hath no rule over his own soul is like unto a city whose walls hath broken down." Quoting Reverend Stanford: "The shortest and only perfect way to self government is through Christ."

Democracy requires intelligence which must be morally sound and practically efficient. If it does not rest upon a firm foundation, with a definite master, it will turn like the serpent and poison to degeneration its original blessings. Christ is an efficient master of intellect, morals, personality and religion. To make Him master of our nation would mean everlasting democracy.

The meeting was closed by the singing of the Alma Mater by the entire student body.

NOTICE
Due to examinations and the Christmas Festival, there will be no large issue of the Canopy until after the holidays.

LAMBDA NOMINEES POSTED

Annie Belle Weatherford of Savannah, who is receiving her A. B. degree at the end of the quarter exams, will leave the office of president of the Lambda Athletic Association vacant. Miss Weatherford has been very active in athletics during each of her four years in college. She has served as an officer in the Association on several occasions, and was president of the Junior Class last year. The Lambdas will suffer a distinct loss with her graduation, especially in the ranks of American ball, which she played with proficiency.

A nominating committee consisting of Henry Keith, Earl Smith and Pearl Wilson have submitted the following names, to be voted upon in the near future, as candidates: president, Una Ritch, and vice president, Margaret Hudson. Both of these nominees have proved their athletic prowess. Una Ritch has been a loyal supporter of the Lambdas for three years, while Margaret Hudson, who entered college last year, has been one of the most brilliant all-round players that the Association has ever produced.

Unless other nominees are suggested the above candidates will automatically be elected unanimously.

RENTAL SHELF IN LIBRARY

One of the newest additions to the library is the rental shelf installed this year. Students may rent the latest fiction from this shelf, and the money received from the rentals will go toward the purchase of other important works during the year. The shelf is rapidly becoming one of the most widely used in the library.

Several new books have been added to the shelf recently. Some of the more popular books are:

So Red the Rose—Stark Young.
Stars Fell on Alabama—Carner.
Forgive Us Our Trespasses—Douglas.
Just Plain Larkin—Shields.
I, Claudius—Graves.

THE WEEKLY POSER

Last Week: Q. There were three horses running in a race. Their names were Ronny, Sonny, and Honey. Their owners were John, Jack, and Jerry, although not necessarily in that sequence. Ronny broke an ankle during the race.

Jerry owned a red and white three-year-old.
Sonny had previous winnings totaling $10,000.00.
Jack lost heavily although his horse almost won.

The winning horse was easily discernible against the background of a red and white painted fence. This race was the first race that the horse owned by John had run.
What was the name of the winning horse, and the owner?

Ans.: Jerry's horse could not have won, because a red and white horse could not have been easily discernible against the background of a red and white painted fence. Jack's horse did not win if it almost won. Therefore John's horse must have won. Ronny could not have won with a broken ankle; and Sonny could not have been John's horse because he had previously run. Therefore, Honey must have been John's horse, and the winner.

Mrs. Carolyn Greene, of Columbus, spent the Thanksgiving holidays in Savannah, as the guest of Miss Betty Vaughan.